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1, Introduction

Operator product expansion (ОКБ) is а тегу useful aethod in

asymptotic free theories du* to the fact, that it gives the po-

ssibility of factorization of small and large momenta contribu-

tion. In the framework of OPE the unealculable contribution of •"

small momenta i« parametrized as the matrix elements (т.е.) of

local operators which depend on the concrete process, but large

momenta contribution is taken into account completely is the co-

efficient functions which may be calculated in perturbation the-

ory. In QCO tiie coefficient functions are calculated by means

of quark and gluon diagrams. The logic of OPE forced the intro-

duction of intermediate scale f* so that euclidean momenta

P are considered as large one if f
s
~>J

lfi
' and small one if p"

1
-

<• A
4
» Purthemore the condition £(/<*•)&i~ must be fulfilled

so it is possible to use the perturbation theory in the region

л
г
^> /v"

2
- (Here ffay is the effective coupling constant at

I the point /V
2
" ).

) OPE was introduced in the Wilson article 0^3 (see also L
Z
J }

F and afterwards wae intensively used in practical calculations

particulary after the paper L^J where the sum rule method in

QCD was formulated. Several proofs of OPE were done in some mo-

dels in the framework of the perturbation theory ( seeC%&2 for

example) and were related to the limiting case _Д
г
-*-0 , So

these proofs don't suit to the asymptotic free theories.

Now it is almost impossible to doubt that method of calcu-

lation of power corrections to the current correlation func-

tions used in &J is the correct one in its most important

features. But the internal theoretical accuracy of this method
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is not clear yet. (Some problems arized la the application» of

OPS are discussed In L*J
 t
 where one may find the list of other

references).

But there are problems related in particular to the defini-

>\

tioa of local composite operators ( O- Co) ) and coefficient funo-

o

tions ( <T- ) which have not been thoroughly discussed with suf-

d
ficient completeness. It is supposed Ъу the standard aproach

(cf.C$J ) that perturbative field fluctuations are subtracted

from O- . so the vacuum sue. < a- f an defined by non-

perturbative contributions, but <C> — by perturbative contribu*

tions only.

How is it realized in practice? Is it possible to formulate

*uch subtraction procedure unambiguously and what is it's accu-

racy?

How it is very difficult to give the answer to these ques-

tions in QCD. So it is reasonable to do this in the simpler

case - in the framework of two-dimensional 0(H) 6" -model at

large H. There is the analogy (cf. t'J for example) between

such model and the Tang-Hills theory in four dimensions, so the

analysis of 6~ -model may be useful for the understanding the

asumptions hidden in the sum rule method in QCD. For this rea-

son (Г -model was cosidered in C^J (see also C€J ), where

there is the more complete list of references. But conside-

ration in C6/ ?3 is limited by tree approximation in I/If ex-

pansion where the questions mentioned above do not arise.

Our task is the investigation of the ОЛЕ in S~ -model

in the next approximation in I/N expansion. A* • first step la

this program it is necessary to realise in the same approxima-

tion the «normalization prooedure introducing the intermediate
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scale A • Ibis problem is interesting by itself because renorraa-

lieatioas in field theory are realized usually only in the frame-

work of perturbation theory as the iterative procedure in coupl-

ing constant jf . Renormalisation of <T*- model in the frame-

work of I/N expansion was considered in a number of papers (cf.ZT-?

^°J as an example) but the problem was analysed only in priciple

exepting the paper Eif3 which contains detailed calculations. Bat

the renoraalizatiOB scheme was not considered in C<O where the in-

termediate scale M ^ would be explicitly introduced and the coo-

tribution of small and large momenta would be factorized. Such

scheiae was introduced is the author's paper £~/2\7 • here resrlts

obtained in ̂ '̂ --Jare generalized»

In sec. 2 the Feynman rules are described in the framework of

I/N expansion» In sec. 3 the renormalisation procedure is discus-

sed, Tn sec. 4 the effective action for small momenta components

of the dynamical field in ff* - model is constructed. In sec.5

the equations of motion and the definition of composite operators

are discussed. In sec.6 the OPE is derived in the euclidean regi-

on for the operator ft(o)n(x) at X-*o . In the conclusion the

ttaia results are summarized (see also the ebstract).

2. Action in <У- model and Feynaan rules in I/N expansion

The <S~ -model is described by the euclidean action:

where
 л
а is the N-component vector restricted by the condition:

Here / is the interaction constant (Index "В" is used for bare

quantities). The group index "$" will not be written explicitly in

the following.



It was showokn a number of paper* (at. C9-tiJ in particular) that

renormalization of cr -model is achieved by introduction of two

counter-terms. This is realized by substitution:

where Л, /„ -are renormalized quantities (Index "R" for such quan- f

tities will be dropped in the following).

The generating functional of the model is:

W(J) - Jfrv S" ̂T exp {- A
tff
 -r fd*x J(* ) n (xjj fr)

where J (*) -is the source of fh -field

'/V

and: j / ,

In eq. (6) <p (x) is the subsidiary field; the integration over j,

this field in eq. (5) leads to the restriction (2); /n, is the . |

mass of >г, -field (see below). ;

All renormalization constants in eq. (6) are considered as the .!

series:

Accordingly:

2 =

The renormalized (effective) interaction constant is expressed

in terms of z*
1
" and the normalization point H and is repre-

sented as the series in I/N. The quantity:

will be frequently used in the following. It is represented as
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It is convenient to consider /w exactly equal to the шаав

square of the Я- -particle, i^«. the position of the pole in the

exact Ц, -field propagator. This agreeaent gives some restric-

tions to the choice of integration variable ф .in eq. (6) and

leads to the selfconsistency condition (see below). Note, that one

may get another definition of in by shifting <£•*>• 4>+Qx>\i- in во,,

(6). But after that the additional diagrams will appear which cor-

respond to the transitions p —*• vacuum.

The Уеуааап rules in I/K expansion were formulated in^'^'in

the model under consideration. The vertexes and propagators which

correspond to the action in eq. (6) take the foriss

The vertex •

Toe vertex 'ф -j. v&euua:

The counter-terra vertexess

The П. -field propagator ,• — Д > •-
 r
 *

 r
~
s c

 -
 f
~
z l l

 *

She ф -Field propagator,' ^S^-

where

s— &.-

She asymptotic values of G~(f,) are

Calculating of W(j~J one must take into account all diagrams

which are permitted by the structure of interactions io eq. (6)

exapt diagrams at fig. 1. The sun of such diagrams (which looks

like the correction to the Ф -field propagator) has been alrea-

dy included in the function



To separate the regions of snail and large somenta it is ooo-

renient to represent ̂ ia-any-diagraa the n, -field propagator in the

form:

where

г-?S"
Her*

The parameters С С; are restricted by the conditions:

Furthemore one maat ooneider O~jC (to exclude additional

small parameters) and €.p О (to exclude bad poles in euclidean

propagators). Taking all these restrictions into account one gets:

So, ̂ -(>^ describes the contribution of soft H. -field com-

ponents in the complete propagator and is localized with the suffi-

cient accuracy (see below) in the region ^
г
-€ Л г

 . ТЬе function

describes the contribution of hard components of П. -field.

We do not use any concrete choice of the parameters <*. €. in

the following. Only the fact, that there are solutions of eq's

(/j>) will be used. Physical results с annot certainly depend on

these parameters.

3. Renormalization of, &~ -model,

Let's consider the corrections to the 1> -field propagate...
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Им» proper energy (p.e.) in the leading (ге:та) approximation in 1/N

±m defined by the sum of diagrams at fig. 2. All these diagrams

give contribution to the mass term of /2. «field. But any correc-

tions to the mass are not permited because >н- has been already

chosen to be equal to physical mass. 5c we must impose the self-

coneistency condition

— О

Eq. (20) means that <ф>=О in the approximation considered.

In analytical terms (after dividing by the common factor

•q. (20) takes the form:

The integral in *q. (21) diverges logarithmically at large mo-

menta. We shall consider all virtual momenta to be limited by the

condition. p^Jf
2
" where Jf is the cut-off of the theory.

We expect that the renormalized theory describes the ваше phy-

sics in the region 9.
7
'«/

f
t
z
' as initial bare theory in the region

£ This situation will be realized in the most simple

way if the effective coupling constant ^(^J is defined in terms

of the soft propagator A-fS) just in the same way as the Dare

coupling constant is defined in terms of the complete propagator.

So we get;

Then 2t> will be defined by the integral over the large mo-

menta:

It follows from eq. (21) that the bare coupling constant will

be equal to (in the approximation considered)t



This equation on* must read "from right to the left", i.e. (24)

is the expression of *»*- in teras of the initial parameters of the

theory: Jl and the cut-off Jt . So m is the finite mass-scale
о

factor (analogous to Aqcp in QCD) which defines the effective cou-

pling as it expected in the asymptotio freedom theory.

In the next order the p.e. is defined by the sum of diagrams at

fig. 3 where in (a) and (b)-teras one must hold the contribution

of I/If order. The diagrams (a), (1), (c), (d) make contribution on-

ly to the mass of n, -field, the diagram (e) does not sake con-

tribution to the asas, (f) contributes to the mass and to the ware

function renormalixation. She contribution of (f)-term is:

It is useful to writeIt diverges quadratically at

S in the form:

where

A * term X does not contribute to the mass. So the term

*fM must cancel the sum of all other diagrams at fig. 5
r
 eont-

ributiag to the mass. (It is the salfconsistency condition in the

next order in *J/K ).

It is useful to introduce the notations:

(29)

Then toe selfconsistency condition takes the form:



с*) ее) )
Eg. (30) means in particular that <</>}•$• О in the next order

in I/R. It is possible to represent eq. (30) in the form where it

will be evident the cancellation of quadratic divergences contai-

ned in the terms (d) and (e) • For this purpose we use the equa-

tion: f~*~\

— — = _ S^ (Sf)

which may be easily checked if one takes into account the value

of **(*) from «q. (14). Then we obtain from eq's (?0), (31):

Here the block —( }— does not contain the quadratic diver-

gence (this block is defined in eq. (28)). Now it is convenient to

change the integration variable in eq. (5):

The action in eq» (6) takes the form in terms of new variables

(up to the terms of order *{f/ *" ):

Using the diagram ги1ез which follow from eq. (34-) one easily ob-

tains that eq. (32) is equivalent to the condition <Cj£ ̂  ~ <O .

In analytical terms (after cancellation by the common factor

) eq. (32) is represented in the form:

where £j^ is defined in eq. (25). The constants ^ 3O have

been already fixed in eq's (22) and (23); S*«x will be found
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independently from the normalization condition for the /V -field

propagator. So, only if. and 2-
f
 must be found from eq. (35).

There are several ways to fix 5 ^ . All of them give the

identical results in the logarithmic approximation. We shall use the

following prescription.

Let's repreeent ^-x in the form:

where

j
The large momenta contribution is contained only in ̂ --f

H
 . Vo /

require that the residue of the renormalized п.. -field propaga- \

tor does not depend on region of large aomeata. Then we get the \

condition: f
9 Z

f (a*) I

Calculating -2»/ with logarithmic accuracy we obtain the re-

suit: 2

Including the terns ~Гв»/^|7**в set from eq.. (38) and (8)

the result for Д^_ :

How we return to the analj-eie of eq. (35). It is useful to write

it in terms ot bare quantities:

where ^.*'УУ
Г
ж (

C
*« «q. (10)). In the leading approximaton eq.

(40 ̂ ia evidently equivalent to (21); in th* next ( ̂ I/H) approx-

imation it aay be easily transformed to the form (35)» la terns

of diagreme eq. (40) has the form:
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where the vertex ~—«
 в
 le the ваше ав ~—* with the substitu-

tion )Г-+-Уь . Eq. (41) looks like the condition <Ф^>*О and •

may bo derived from the bare action.

We represent ^ in eq. (40) as:

and use the requirement that <f is defined by contribution of

soft /Z. -field components only (cf. the derivation of eq's (22),

Then the counter term (2Z -£ )f will be expressed through the

entangled contribution of soft and hard components:

where:

Calculating integrals In logarithmic approximation one gets:

M ' '" - ' -' \

In the left-hand side of eq's (46), (47) one must hold only terms

of leading ( «-jl ) and next to leading ( ~*//г ) approximation

in I/N.

The 0 -function follows from eq. (46) in the fore:

We list also --я result for ft- -field anomalous dimension in
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the leading approximation:

!Ihe results in eq'a (48), (*9) coincide in the corresponding or~

der in SoO*
1
-)

 a n d
 "l̂Jr

 w i t n t h a t
 obtained in f

/X
""-

/
?J in the frame-

work of the usual perturbation theory»

4-. Effective action for soft n- -field components

To derive the OPE it ia nessesary to fulfil the integration over

the hard *Т-~ -field components in the vacuum m.e;

(so) I
where Of—) is the product of soft fields at tas points y

f
 ...*!• i

When the hard components are integrated over the result for !р(... ) \

at y^.—> О will be represented in terms of soft fields at the po~
 :

г

ints x^Oj r, ... x^. In this way the OPE for operator n(a)nC*) will |

follow at >"
т
-* о . f

To factoriza the measure /Sn_ in the functional integral we \

f.
shall use the following theorem: j

/A.

where £(nJ) is any functional of /z -field, &H and Лу are

restricted by the eq. (15)« One may check the validity of eq.

expanding *-*p Q- p^..jl in the aeries in field components and compa-

ring the results of integration of each term in the left- and

right-hand side of eq. (5"O. It follows from (51) that gaussian me-

asuire^factorized if /l
=
 H+S

 ааЛ
 ^— ^s+^H

Using eq. (51) one may integrate over the ff -field compo-

nents in the generating functional W(J~) in the eq. (5) and ta«b

keep the terms which are important in the leading and next to lea—
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ng and next to leading approximation in 1/H. The result is (in

Ь» simplest case Js.O ):

C #1} (SZ){-
where

In the eq. (53):

л

rri*

Here A dfj, are matrices in coordinate representation, S, ft are

diagonal matrices i(il*t*Ja Afr-У) S C*/SI*)- SC*)S&-y}/

(xlTi*ffl(y)— (xiД(у)£(>-у) where Д is аду matrix constructed from

Eo.» (55) шау be simplified considerably. Firstly note that #e
/̂

large ('-V̂ v ) terns in ^ are cancelled due to condition (23).

It is useful to consider separately the zero order terms in ̂  .

They are represented by the sum:

«her* <^'-'/s is the vacuum expectation value: <f{o)S fxj)> JZ.

г A/AjC*J« Tb* Jfirst term in eq. (56) arises when the correspon-

ding term in /£ is rewritten in the form:

t
waern the sysbol * Г means the normal ordering in the S- field.

The norma} ordered operator term is at the order of ~ % / and may
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be considered by perturbation theory methods.

Finally the zero order terms in eq. (55) are equal to:

where

4*
Here <£> is the normal product symbol (.

Note{ that zero order <p -field propagator is not yet coincided

with £#$ because there are large corrections to the term (58)

due to loop diagrams. The effective sera order propagator is de-

fined by the aum of diagraas at fig. 4, where point line corres-

ponds to 6 > x t the solid double line is the <T -field propa-

gator 4y . Vacuum loop of the *У -field is equal to:

во the sum of terms at fig. * is: \

where JC and G- have been already defined in eq's (12),(13).

Now one may make ell possible contractions of <5* and p fields

using the zero order propagators Дд. (?• in other terms IE eq«

(55) which have not yet been considered. Normal ordered contribu-

tion in these teres would be of the order of л- %?^ io any corre-

lation fuaction»

The final result for the effective action in eq. (53) ie simp-

lified if one uses the ф -field instead of 0 (see eq. (33))

and aakee the following decomposition;

where
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we obtain the result «or the action r is eq. (53):

vhere (in momentum representation);

KfrV* *
M
CPV- Z*(-»V- 7?

 2
»< < ,

T (р"У ie defined in eq. (37). The number IK is calculated byT
means of the sum of diagrams:

Г
' f Г, /*) .*», ^ б ^ .*'; ^ Л

Г Г г
+
 У* У

4
 V * т

 +
 У

+
 т

+
 V

In calculating these diagrams one must use the rules (12), (29)

and substitute Л -» Ар. at the line . , and A -*» Д, at

the line ».«
ч
„
в
. .

2Ье contribution of large ( ̂
г >

» А
г
) virtual momenta ia can-

celled in the ^dCfi^J • ®ie region of small ( %***/*
 C
 ) momenta

is not important in ^(f^? due to the properties of &н . As

a result - ^ < ^ ^ is small at ^ f t * i ( ~ / V > 4 ). So the term

where the vertexVis defined ae in eq. (28) with the. the substitu-

tion: S"-+ Sff . Thia new term in the action result* to tee shaa-

gement of S<
f
 in eq. (6*): IK*-* fC « It ia possible to der-

eq. (64-) is not important in calculating tree dia- \

grams wheroWxternal о -field sources has the momenta of order I

of p л. л» *•. Bat this term may be important in loop corrections a

where virtual momenta are of order of ?.
г
^д^- . It means that

«г
it is necessary to take into account the contraction between

and the term under discussion. Xhen we obtain the new effective

action where the term /&£. Si is absent but the additional

term appears due to the contractions:
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ive that Ik ̂  О du» toMroaditions (32),

Finally:

The effective action take* the form similar to the bare action

whero ultraviolet cut-off plays "the role of y v
1
 . There are no

counter terms S
H
 (2-f) (2*-£J in the eq. (66) in comparison with

Agrr in the eg. (34). This fact takes place due to the large mo-

menta behaviour of Д_ -function which cut off the high virtual

momenta in calculating any correlator with help of the action in

«q. (66).

The action (66) includes the quadratic term in the ф -field . |

Such term is absent in eg. (34). But actually one must add the |

quadratic term -~ -L Ф "by hands" to the action in eg. (34). X

It ie the only way to get eelfconsietently the Feynman rules in

eq. (12).

5. The equations of motion and the definition of composite

operators

It follows from eq. (54) in the classical limit:

Here the small (~//уУ* ) terms are neglected. In the quantum case

it ie reasonable to use the right-band side of eq. (6?) as the de-

finition of the composite operator in the left-hand side. Then

one must examine the recipe of calculation of this operator (the

type and number of subtractions) which corresponds to such defi-

nition.

It is useful to introduee the finite (see below) operator

to check the validity of the equation (in the quantum case):
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which follows fraa eq. (67). Her* <*JJ <y are defined in oq. (63).

Instead of f*f1 »>1 «g the operator equation (69) one may multiply

it by the product of any number of лГ and (or) 0 - fields at

different points and take the vacuua a.e. In this way one aay be

convinced using the eq. (32) that eq. (68) is satisfied in the le-

ading end next to leading order in 1/H if the operator product in

eq, (68) is interpreted as the limit:

where the liaiting transition must be executed after the integ-

ration over aoewtta in Уеупшаа diagraas. The condition (707 pro-

vides the vanishing of terms proportional to the integral (2o-j ~

• Suoh terms arise in тасииж а.е. with the ia- s

sertions corresponding to the external current V (*) . In partic- \
%

ollar it follows from eq. (69)s

Sow we shall consider the equations which follow froa action

In the fora (66). We get in the classical limit:

The operator product in this equation aust be interpreted as the

(symmetrized) limit analogous to (70)о To eymplify eq. (72) one

may neglect the snail texa "^f(')^
e
/^ end introduce the vacuua

expectation value instead of the quadratic tens in y& -field

( In this way one gete: ffojtffr)-+, <?C»J )• Ила Н у with the

help of eq's (59)» (61) the eq. (72) takes the fox»:

f.
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One иву oheck the validity of title equation calculating vacuum т.е.

with the help of action (66).

Now comparing the eq'e (69) and (73) one gets:

±K -

The operator in the left-hand side is defined over the "complete I

vacuum", but in the right—iu^id side - over the "nonperturbative va— |

I

cuum". It means that vacuum matrix elements with the insertions of {

the operator \/(*) must be calculated by the integration over |

the complete ^>C
X
) — field, but in the right-hand side - by integ- jj

ration over the soft components only. It follows from eq. (74-) that §

subtractions in the V(*J provided by the *? -factor and by the '•[

term "Af canceil correctly the contribution of hard components '{

of the field rt(xj . As a result the operator V(x) is the soft one \

due to the implicit cancellation of perturbative region of high (<F#> i

» * ) virtual momenta. Of courae it is much more convenient to use I

л>, \

V(*) i
n
 *be form (68) than to work with the operator in the right- \

hand side of the eq. (7*) where the region <p'
3
~»flf

Z
- Is removwt I

explicitly, I

6. Operator expansion

To obtain tfae OPE one must employ the procedure of. sec. К to

the correlator in eq. (50) where O(it
f
 ,.

t
Xn.)- S

But the aame final result may be derived more transparently if the

diagram technique will be used. It is useful to consider the quan-

tity:

where р
г
»/*'*~ . We shall keep in eq. (75) the terms of order

*-7p
%
' and ~ '

4
/'p

v
 • that correspond to the leading two terms

of the OPE.



П м т.е. la eq. (75) is described by the diagram at fig 5, where

b'szp because soft field* cannot take a large portion of the

momenta* la the leading (~j£ ) and next to leading approxima-

tion in I/H and at the limiting caae рг
»/ч'

г
- toe diagram at the

fig. 5 may be represented by the sum of diagrams at fig. 6 where

the selfconsistency condition (32) has been already taken into ac-

count. (The diagramar rales are described in the eq's (12),(29)

and toe note after the eq. (65)).

The diagram (e) may be neglected. It has toe order of magnitue

and contributes to the corrections ~ ^^^//y
 i n t h e

 coefficient

functions and in the 1- -field anomalous dimension. We shall not

take into account such type of the corrections. ( In estimation of

(e)-diagram at the fig» 6 the asymptotic ralue of <rfr) in eq.

has been used).

Introducing the operator Э Cp
x
J in the form:

we get from fig. 6:

Taking into account the asymptotic ralue of ^О*) ^°
 t n e e<

l

(19) and the definition of 2^ (f^) and & in the eq->s (63),

we obtain from the eq. (77):

Calculation of X(Jr^ at £*»£/*- giree th« re«olt:
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" с 7- к
where

We keep in the eq.. (79) at each power of f
4
- the terms ~&&£l

*.{£.£^] e The final result for 2 (f>y takee

the form of operator expansion:

where k'^V is defined in the eq. (68),

The factor (±+ **•&.") in the eq. (81) comes from the K. -field

anomalous dimension (cf. £rt_ in the eq. (39
1)); Ц» -is the coe-

fficient function of the unity operator..

Using the eq. (71) end calculating ^//y independently from ;

the eq. (63) one gets: j

where T is the ваше constant as ia eats (80*', (82), Oue a ay ;;E- j!

cognise that the coatributioa of terms, proportional Lo ,ъ
?
- «*iid

to the arbitrary pareaetars y, C' » ie cancelled in the

But the terms * ^
1
 ^ " ^ anu - w * / < ? * ^ separately in the т.е.

{-]/(*)/ i* i
fi
 impossible to define independently on chosen recipe

of factorization of small and large momenta, i.e. independently on

the par еле t ere C- (£, ,

Rote, that the contribution proportional to the C- (• еошвв

from the region of virtual momenta Q *^, м *• ( This fact may be

checked ic calculatiug of <Г у(о)У
 i n t h e e

Q> (71))» Xn this
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region: 4(\
г
)«£ ,but the tense under discussion ere proportional

to «*p £L 'L/ffpijl a n d cannot Ъе obtained in usual perturbation theo-

ry. Such terms provide the polea oa the real positive axis in the

complex plane of the Borel variable after the Borel transformation

of the function <p
X4
2bfr*-J^> • These poles correspond to the "in-

frared renormalons". The ambiguities in the OHB due to isfrared re-

Qormalons contribution in the S~ -model were diseuMed in C
l
&3 .

There is also in this article the list of references on the infra-

red renormalon problem in quantum field theory. (See also the pa-

per C'9J where there is the discussion of counterversions betweer

OfJand CCj ). Ve agree with the resulting statement on the exis-

tence of ambiguities in the OPE in the next to leading order in the

parameter I/И» but we do not see now the direct connection between

the method used in our paper and that in the article OtJ .

7. Conclusion

Here we try to give the answer to the questions put in the in- jj

troduction to this paper. (We suppose that the situation in the <5" |

- model is sufficiently general. We suppose that the term

in the vector current correlator in QCD, where < ^ is the gluon

field, is analogous to the term VSp
Y
 in the OPE in the eq.(61).

1. The subtraction of the perturbative region of virtual momen-

ta £ ""ft4*" froo *be vacuum condensate ̂ Vfo)/ ie not the single-

valued procedure. There are terms of order РСг. and /и
/^Ь

а
- ente-

ring in ^ь and < V ^ /p** which come from the region 2 %

Such contributions cannot be obtained in the usual perturbation

theory. They appear with the coefficients depended on the chosen

recipe of factorization of small and large momenta, i.e. on the

arbitrary parameters С.-
з
 £• in the eq. (16).

2. If one permits the appearance of nonperturbative terms in

the coefficient function of unity operator, than there is no re-
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ason to forhid the terms ~* Дгех»/*
2
"

 i n
 *b« unity oi>erator contri-

bution in the correlator of QCD vector currents where the nontri-

vial operator contributions starts with the terms of higher power

Tbe OEE in the 6~" -model is well defined procedure in ~^e les-
Л

ding approximation in I/R. In this case the operatoz* V is de-

fiaed by the extremum value of composite field (.ct.^Pj ). The em-
biguities appear only ia the case where one takes into account the |

quantum fluctuations over the extremum solutions. If situation in i

QCD is similar, then the success of sum rule approach in QCD is |

very difficult to understand if one does not suppose that the QC35 I

vacuum condensate £ ̂ *v ' ^-e dominated by the field configure-

+ JL_ +
?ig.2

\tions which give the extremum value to the QCD euclidean actione \

The author is grateful to A.I.Vainstein and B.L.Ioffe for help- t

ful discussions. \
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